Abstract-Paper presents some aspects regarding communication in the project team. There are introduced subjects like team making, competitiveness and competence, quality process, people temperament, expectations from each team component and finally strategies to be established in the way to manage the team to resolve all the problems resulting on the project finalization.
I. INTRODUCTION
ROJECT Management (PM) golden rule is: "Make sure that you always have the best team." The success of a project is directly linked to professional and personal qualities of the team members, resulting then other aspects of success: the degree to which activities are performed timely, obtaining required quality, compliance within the approved budget, and satisfying participants' expectations.
The starting point for assembling the team is given by specific project activities / tasks and qualities (skills) required for successful completion of each task.
Generally, the skills required by an individual can be systematized in three groups:  Project "roles" must be defined before the allocation of tasks;  Are the key people available at the critical moment?
II. ABOUT PEOPLE Any human group implies the existence of interactions, communication channels, social roles in which it must be integrated each of its members. To be able to master some of the important processes, PL must know the basics of human personality as it is manifested in the individual's profession [2] .
Manly, is a 3 entities ensemble: temperament, skills and character.
According to Eysenck, man temperament consists of some characteristics as shown in Fig. 1 [1] .
Fig. 1. Man temperament characteristics
According to Myers and Briggs, the 4 dimensions of the personality are (TABLE II) [4] : 
1) Individual energy (How a person uses his energy?) E -extroverted -consumes energy out of his persona (75% of population); I -introverted -consumes energy inside of his persona (25% of the population). 2) Attention (reality perception) (To which facts he pay attention (major ones /minor ones)?) S -based on senses (75%); N -based on intuition (25%). 3) Decision method (How to decide?) T -based on thought -logical, objective decisions (50%); F -based on feelings -on its own values (50%). 4) Living (What is the adopted lifestyle?) J -judgment -organized, well-planned man (50%); P -perception -carpe diem (live the life, enjoy every moment), flexible (50%).

TABLE II DIMENSION OF PERSONALITY
E N E R G Y A T T E N T I O N D E C I Z I O N L I F E S T Y L E GENERIC PROFESSION CHARACTERISTICS E S T J ADMINISTRATOR
"All deals may be described in three words: people, products, profit. People come first. Without a good team, the other two are zero" (Lee Iacocca)
III. VOCABULARY
Usual vocabulary used in communication [2] , [7] process inside the team is presented in TABLE III. Fig. 3 .
Fig. 3. Strategies used in team building
"No sanity goes us in trouble. Proud and vanity keep us there …" (Anonymous)
The 6 strategies go us to values system wanted by PL [2] as seen in Fig. 4 . A PL that will try by all means to satisfy all the wishes of his subordinates are ruthless slope failure; inability to say "no" when you need is a handicap in terms of managerial and personal skills more, it is a safe method of achieving the counter. The two visions, to production and to employees are not antagonistic, so there is no problem finding a state of balance between them. On the contrary, both orientations should be brought to a level of excellence as the product is a tangible short-term result, while nurturing skills and knowledge of team members will strengthen the potential of achieving long-term results.
